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Review
• We must be increasingly selective in what we attend to and what we ignore
• Our selection processes influence what we comprehend and what we
believe to be true, important, and interesting
• Many of these mechanisms have been studied by social psychologists
under the title of “attitude formation and change”
• Four attitude change processes are popular
•
•
•
•

Classical: “Next to, along with, at the same time” associations
Instrumental: “Leads to, results in” association
Cognitive: “If-then, implies” thinking
Social: modelling, incorporating attitudes of other people

• Attitude change depends on complex relations among message,
communicator, medium and audience
• “Know your audience”

• Attitude change not the same as behaviour change

• Attitude-behaviour relation strengthens with social support

Logic versus Psychologic
• “Reason is the capacity for consciously making sense of things,
establishing and verifying facts, applying logic, and changing or
justifying practices, institutions, and beliefs based on new or
existing information.” (Wikipedia)
Versus
• “No one ever went broke underestimating the intelligence of the
American public.” (Henry Menken, 1880-1956)
• “There’s a sucker born every minute.” (attributed to P.T. Barnum)

Some questions
• How much attention does reason require? Who has the time,
ability and motivation to indulge in reason and other intellectual
pursuits? What is wrong with avoiding reason and relying on
instinct or emotion?

Pop Quiz:
Logic or psychologic?

Some forms of communication
• Storytelling

• Exchanging memories of experiences and thoughts
• For self-expression: “Got it off my chest.”
• For advice-seeking: “What do you think I should do?”

• Publicizing

• To increase awareness with no attempt to form/change beliefs or
values
• Example: The Humm, http://www.thehumm.com/online/index.cfm
• Example: The Millstone, http://millstonenews.com

• Persuading

• Arguing, pleading, promising… The stuff of rhetoric.
• Influencing people to start, stop or switch a behaviour

• Marketing

• “Promoting and selling products or services”

• Includes market research and advertising.
• Example: advertisement on the right ………………………..

à

Basic rhetoric
• Rhetoric (Greek) = the art and science of persuasion.
• Three types of arguments (From Aristotle’s Rhetoric,
circa 367-322 BC)
• Logos: appeals based on logic, reason, and order
• Example: Public scientific research; courts?

• Ethos: appeals based on credibility, authority, and
character

• Examples: popular science (“Scientists have discovered,” “doctors
recommend,” etc.), advice columns, editorials
• Examples: textbooks, much of education

• Pathos: appeals based on emotion

• Examples: advertising, propaganda, morality films

• Social psychology, consumer research, etc. are
modern extensions of Aristotle’s ideas

Marketing principles: The basics
• Do!

• Know your audience
•
•
•
•

• Learn what audience members want, don’t want, have, don’t have

Associate what audience wants with having your product or service
Associate what audience doesn’t want with not having your product or service
Associate what audience doesn’t want with competing products or services
Associate what audience wants with not having competing products or services

• Don’t!

• Associate things audience does not want with your product or service
• Associate what audience wants with competing products or services

• Result: partial truth, biased story, misinformation
• Implication: Worthwhile to be skeptical about advertisements

• Learn to identify some of the methods advertisers employ to form/change attitudes

More principles of advertising: AIDA
• Attention
• Be compelling enough to grab the prospect’s attention. Use interesting
headlines and eye-catching design.

• Interest
• Be interesting. Frame content in a way that makes the reader want to keep
reading. Avoid clichés, jargon and meaningless buzzwords.

• Desire
• Outline benefits of your product or service that make people want to buy.
Don’t just use a laundry list of features.

• Action
• Include a call to action, whether it’s asking prospects to call, click or come in,
don’t leave any doubt that you want them to act now.

More advertising principles: Bill Bernbach (ad agency guru)
• 1. Go to the essence of the product. State the product’s essence in the simplest terms of its basic advantage.
And state this both tangibly and memorably.
• 2. Where possible, make your product an actor in the scene; not just a prop. This makes for a tremendously
effective method of getting your product remembered. Because the provocative element in your advertising
is also the element that sells your product. This is so simply stated, so difficult to execute.
• 3. Art and copy must be fully integrated. They must be conceived as a unit, developed as a unit.
• 4. Advertising must have vitality. This exuberance is sometimes called “personality”. When advertising has a
personality, it is persuasively different; and it is the one because of the other. You must fight to get “bounce”
in your advertising.
• 5. It is little less than useless to employ a so-called gimmick in advertising —- unless the gimmick itself tells
the product story.
• 6. Tell the truth. First, it’s a great gimmick. Second, you go to heaven. Third, it moves merchandise because
people will trust you.
• 7. Be relevant. A wonderfully creative execution will get the big “So what” if it isn’t meaningful to their life,
family, business etc. And always opt for an ad that’s relevant over one that’s exciting and irrelevant.
• 8. Be simple. Not simpleminded, but single minded. Who has the time or the desire to listen to advertising?
• 9. Safe ideas can kill you. If it’s been done before, your competition will be ready for it. Your only chance of
beating the competition is with advertising they’ve never seen before. Which means you’ve never seen it
before either! Be brave.
• 10. Stand out. If your advertising goes unnoticed, everything has been wasted.

How to know an audience: A few examples
• Informal, anecdotal information
• Consultants and marketing gurus
• Obtrusive (in your face) measures
• Surveys with structured or unstructured questionnaires
• Focus groups

• Unobtrusive (sneaky) measures
•
•
•
•
•

Shelf stock counts (what is flying off the shelf)
Bathroom-stall Graffiti
Nose grease, carpet wear
Check out swipes of credit/debit card information
Internet search history records (major part of Big Data)

Associate good things with having a product or service
• Example: Jamaica resort: https://couples.com/resorts/negril
• (But note recent travel advisory for Jamaica)

And to fly there…

Associate bad things with not having a product or service
• Examples: Body odor

Associate bad things with having competing products or services
• Examples: Compare, and don’t be fooled by imitations

Associate good things with not having competing products or services
• Example: Ad wars

Credibility, expertise, attractiveness of communicator

Associations need not be true… Lies and other alternative facts
Enzyte: "Fuller, firmer erections"
Steve Warshak spent $374 million on TV commercials featuring "Smilin' Bob," a
grinning buffoon with a "big new swing of confidence." He even sponsored a
Nascar race team. Trouble was, Enzyte doesn't have any clinical effect on the
male genito-urinary system whatsoever, and Warshak was overbilling his
customers' credit card numbers. Warshak was sentenced to 25 years in prison.

Ralph Lauren: "PhotoShop Disaster" In 2009, fashion retailer Ralph Lauren put out a
series of ads so heavily airbrushed that the models in them appeared to have heads
larger than their waists. Such was Lauren's desire to create a new esthetic of superthinness that he fired one of the models, Fillipa Hamilton, because she was
"overweight." (She weighed 120 pounds.) Lauren briefly attempted to cover up the
incident by threatening to sue bloggers who published the image ... and then
apologized after learning that "we are responsible for the poor imaging and retouching
that resulted in a very distorted image of a woman's body."

Marketing in action: A few supermarket tricks
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Huge shopping carts to induce you to fill, travel more slowly
Flowers and bakery in front: good shopping mood and appetite
Staples (dairy, meat, bread, etc. ) in back to require you to walk down isles
Popular items on right side of each aisle as you snake through right to left (like
driving)
High profit items at eye level; kids items at kids eye level
Food pairings: peanut butter next to jelly
Regular-priced items on aisle ends marked as “Special”
Free samples to slow you down, to get “foot in the door”, and collect station
rent
Slow background music makes us walk more slowly, buy more items on impulse
Checkout line most profitable location in store. Hi profit item there.
Shopper cards for loyalty, reduced processing fees and data collection
Occasional change of item location to get you around other aisles

Creative ads
• Budd Light swear jar (2007):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ifjMgEWDoWQ
• VW Krempler (1967):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8IsGYAZTKgM
• But are these ads more effective than less creative ones?

Beyond advertising: Social influence and attitude change; When
skepticism flounders
• Observational learning

• Do what others do or advise

• Social comparison

• Schacter and Singer (1962)

• Social norms and social pressure

• Solomon Asch and Stan Milgram (1955)

• Cognitive dissonance and self-perception

• When Prophecy Fails (Leon Festinger, Henry Riecken, Stan Schacter): Marian
Keech and the great (non)flood f 21 December 1954
• Dirty word, grasshopper, racetrack, lying studies

• Causal attribution

• Internal versus external and self-other-outcome biases

Next week, a skeptical look at…
• Propaganda
• Political campaigns
• Education
See you then!

